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Anything Goes Pattern Instructions 

No part of this pattern may be reproduced without the written permission of the authors. 

This pattern assumes that you have the basic knowledge for Patchwork and Quilting. 
Please read through the whole pattern before starting to cut and piece your quilt top. 

Use ¼” seam allowance throughout and press seams to the darkest fabric at each stage . 
WOF  = width of fabric, RST = right sides together, WST = wrong sides together 
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Rotate each newly stitched piece by 
90 degrees and add to the long edge 

of another strip or larger piece.  
Press seams towards the pieces just 

added then cut apart as shown. 

Then, starting with the smallest pieces add them to one 
edge of a strip or larger piece.  Press seams towards 
the pieces just added then cut apart as shown.  No need 
to worry about exact ¼’’ seams.  If your pieces are odd 
shapes that’s fine just keep adding them on  

Start by grabbing a handful of fabric 
offcuts from your scrap box and press 

to remove any creases 

Continue in this way until you have used up all of your scraps.  Then finally combine them 
into one or more large pieces.  You may want to make a number of roughly 11’’ squares to 
trim back to 10’’ blocks or keep joining them together until you have a long or fat quarter or 
even bigger sized piece as shown here 
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You could also cut your blocks on point 
like this for added variety 

Finally you can use your stitched piece to make quilt blocks or any number of items 
such as these jazzy zippered pouches. 
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Thank you for purchasing our pattern. 

 

We would love to see your makes so please feel free to tag us on 

any photographs you post of this quilt on social media 

 

                  @pasturesnewquilting 

     

 

              @pasturesnewquilting  

    

 

           @sewwithjoy  

     

 

Or share using the hashtag #flyinggeesetempquilt                                               
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